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court unarmed. As riot and
rebellion stalk the land, so
too do rumours of a secret,
which, if proved true, will
have devastating effects on
the kingdom. Once again
Thomas and Katherine
Everingham are drawn into
the fray by ruthless enemies
When the Eagle Hunts
and by past lives that refuse
BASTEI LÜBBE
to be forgotten...
'An enthralling adventure
'Mesmerising' The Times
story, honest and powerful. 'Consistently enthralling'
The Wars of the Roses are Daily Telegraph
imagined here with energy, 'Exhilarating'' Daily Express
with ferocity, with hunger to 'Wonderfully accurate' Daily
engage the reader.' Hilary
Mail 'Rich, exciting,
Mantel 1469: Although the seamless and convincing'
Yorkist King Edward sits on Hilary Mantel
his throne in Westminster,
The Speed Queen BASTEI
within his family there is
L BBE
discord as his former ally,
In the year 937, the new king of
the Earl of Warwick,
England, a grandson of Alfred
continues to conspire
the Great, readies himself to go
against him. And while to
to war in the north. His dream
one another's faces they are of a united kingdom of all
all smiles, their household
England will stand or fall on one
men speak in lies and
field—on the passage of a single
whispers. No man comes to day. At his side is the priest

Dunstan of Glastonbury, full of
ambition and wit (perhaps
enough to damn his soul). His
talents will take him from the
villages of Wessex to the royal
court, to the hills of
Rome—from exile to exaltation.
Through Dunstan’s vision, by
his guiding hand, England will
either come together as one great
country or fall back into anarchy
and misrule . . . From one of our
finest historical writers, The
Abbott’s Tale is an intimate
portrait of a priest and
performer, a visionary, a traitor
and confessor to kings—the man
who can change the fate of
England.
Sharpe's Regiment HarperCollins
In Holland 1633, a woman’s
ambition has no place. Judith is a
painter, dodging the law and
whispers of murder to try to
become the first woman admitted
to the Haarlem painters guild.
Maria is a Catholic in a country
where the faith is banned, hoping
to absolve her sins by recovering
a lost saint’s relic. Both
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women’s destinies will be shaped mörderisch gute Unterhaltung.
serpentine trail, a
by their ambitions, running
Der dunkle Thron
path of seduction,
counter to the city’s most
Amazonencore
betrayal, and the
powerful men, whose own plans NEW YORK TIMES
looming threat of
spell disaster. A vivid portrait of a
BESTSELLER “Don’t
death. Racing from
remarkable artist, A Light of Her
Own is a richly-woven story of grit ever begin a Ludlum a millionaire
novel if you have
against the backdrop of
recluse’s fortress
Rembrandt and an
to go to work the
to the social whirl
uncompromising religion. Story next day.”—Chicago
of Palm Beach, from
behind the story . . . The trail of Sun-Times Tyrell
the Oval Office to
Judith Leyster’s career was so
Hawthorne was a
treacherous
faint that only years after her
naval
intelligence
Caribbean waters,
death in 1660, collectors began
officer—one of the Hawthorne will
attributing her few surviving
paintings to other artists. She
best—until the rain- uncover a sinister
signed her work with only a
swept night in
network of wellbeautiful, stylized monogram.
Amsterdam when his placed men and
Credit went to Frans Hals, Jan
wife was murdered, women who exist to
Miense Molenaer, and others. She
help this
would remain lost to history until an innocent victim
of the games spies consummate
1893.
A Sky Painted Gold St. Martin's play. Now he’s
killer—and the
Press
called out of
shattering truth
Nach dem Tod seines Vaters
retirement for one behind the Scorpio
übernimmt Magnus Wohlfahrt die
last assignment.
Illusion.
Leitung des
For Hawthorne is
“Breakneck . . .
Familienunternehmens. Doch
the only man alive readability.”—The
schon bald kommt er dubiosen
Machenschaften auf die Spur:
who can track down New York Times Book
Sein Vater war keineswegs ein
the world’s most
Review “A highsauberer Geschäftsmann, sondern dangerous
voltage tale of
hat mit der Drogenmafia
terrorist. Amaya
drama and
zusammengearbeitet. Musste er
Bajaratt is
suspense.”—The
dafür mit dem Leben bezahlen?
beautiful,
elusive,
Magnus weigert sich, weiterhin
Denver Post
Drogengeld zu waschen, doch
and deadly—and she Things to Do When
damit macht er sich übermächtige has set in motion a It's Raining
Feinde. Als die seinen Bruder ins chilling conspiracy HarperCollins
Visier nehmen, beschließt
A laird’s daughter
that a desperate
Magnus, die Flucht nach vorn
kidnaps a
government cannot
anzutreten. Ein tödliches Spiel
stop. With his life Highlander—and loses
beginnt, in dem er entweder
gewinnt - oder alles verliert ...
and the life of the her heart… in New
York Times
Weitere Krimis der Spiegelpresident hanging
bestselling author
Bestsellerautorin Rebecca Gablé: in the balance,
Lynsay Sands’ new
Jagdfieber Die Farben des
Hawthorne
must
historical romance
Chamäleons Das Floriansprinzip
follow
Bajaratt’s
eBooks von beTHRILLED Lady Evina Maclean
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has heard much about From #1 New York Times caught up in an
international art fraud
Rory Buchanan’s skill bestselling author
involving a Rodin
as a healer. What she Jeffrey Archer, the
Clifton Chronicles
statue that is worth
hasn’t heard is how
continues
with
Best
far more than the sum
good the brawny
Kept Secret. 1945,
it raises at auction.
Highlander looks
London. The vote in the Does he become a
bathing in a
House of Lords as to
millionaire? Does he go
waterfall. But Evina who should inherit the to Cambridge? Is his
can’t afford the
Barrington family
life in danger? Best
distraction, for her fortune has ended in a Kept Secret, the third
ailing father
tie. The Lord
volume in Jeffrey
urgently needs care. Chancellor's deciding Archer's bestselling
vote will cast a long
series, will answer all
Only when she’s
shadow on the lives of these questions but,
rendered Buchanan
Harry Clifton and Giles once again, pose so
unconscious and
Barrington. Harry
many more.
dragged him back to
The Last Jew
returns to America to
her family’s castle
promote his latest
Ballantine Books
does the truth
novel, while his
#1 New York Times
emerge—it’s not Rory
beloved Emma goes in
Bestseller “Absorbing
she’s kidnapped but
search of the little
. . . impossible to
his brother Conran.
girl who was found
resist.” —The
Other ladies try to
abandoned in her
Washington Post As
ensnare Conran with
father's office on the Europe erupts, can one
flattery. Evina hits night he was killed.
young spy protect his
When the general
queen? Ken Follett
him over the head
takes us deep into the
with the hilt of her election is called,
Giles
Barrington
has
to
treacherous world of
sword to save her
kin—and Conran likes defend his seat in the powerful monarchs,
the spirited redhead House of Commons and is intrigue, murder, and
horrified to discover
treason with his
all the more for it.
who the Conservatives
magnificent epic, A
He’s learned enough
select to stand against Column of Fire—the
from his brother to
him. But it is
chronological latest
heal Evina’s father, Sebastian Clifton,
in the Kingsbridge
but there are other
Harry and Emma's son,
series, following The
dangers swirling
who ultimately
Pillars of the Earth,
around the Maclean
influences his uncle's World Without End, and
fate. In 1957,
the prequel, The
clan. And while the
Sebastian
wins
a
Evening and the
beautiful,
Morning. In 1558, the
independent lady has scholarship to
Cambridge, and a new
ancient stones of
sworn not to marry,
Kingsbridge Cathedral
this wrong Highlander generation of the
Clifton family marches look down on a city
may be just the right
onto the page. But
torn apart by
man for her.
The Scorpio Illusion
Amberjack Publishing

after Sebastian is
religious conflict. As
expelled from school,
power in England
he unwittingly becomes shifts precariously
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between Catholics and
what the cost. Exciting Broadbent grew up
Protestants, royalty
and ambitious, and set together in the
and commoners clash,
during one of the most
idyllic Summers’
testing friendship,
turbulent and
loyalty, and love. Ned revolutionary times in Inn, perched at the
edge of Alexandria
Willard wants nothing
history, A Column of
Bay in upstate New
more than to marry
Fire will delight
Margery Fitzgerald. But longtime fans of the
York. Mae was
when the lovers find
Kingsbridge series and orphaned at the age
themselves on opposing serve as the perfect
of six and Gabe
sides of the religious introduction for
needed protection
conflict dividing the
readers new to Ken
from his alcoholic
country, Ned goes to
Follett.
father, so both
work for Princess
Break the Fall
Elizabeth. When she
were raised under
Penguin
becomes queen, all
When the family
one roof by Mae’s
Europe turns against
members of a firstgrandparents, Lily
England. The shrewd,
century Roman general and George. A
determined young
are taken prisoner by childhood
monarch sets up the
brutal native Druids, friendship quickly
country’s first secret
two volunteers
service to give her
developed into a
undertake a dangerous
early warning of
first love—a love
suicide mission to
assassination plots,
that was suddenly
rescue the captives
rebellions, and
broken by Gabe’s
invasion plans. Over a before they are
unexpected
turbulent half century, sacrificed to the
departure. Mae grew
the love between Ned
cult's dark gods.
and Margery seems
The Viking's Woman up and got over her
doomed as extremism
St. Martin's Press heartbreak, and
sparks violence from
started a life for
From the auhor of
Edinburgh to Geneva.
herself in New York
Elizabeth clings to her Lucky, A REESE’S
City. After more
BOOK CLUB PICK!
throne and her
than a decade, Mae
principles, protected
"Fans of Nicholas
by a small, dedicated
and Gabe find
Sparks will adore
group of resourceful
themselves pulled
Things to Do When
spies and courageous
back to Alexandria
secret agents. The real It's Raining...
Bay by separate
Marissa Stapley's
enemies, then as now,
writing is a gift." forces. But Mae
are not the rival
finds her
religions. The true
—Pam Jenoff, New
battle pitches those
grandparents in the
York Times
who believe in
bestselling author midst of decline
tolerance and
and their past
compromise against the When secrets tear
love apart, can the unravelling around
tyrants who would
truth mend it? Mae her, because of a
impose their ideas on
terrible secret
everyone else—no matter Summers and Gabe
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that was never meant and about James
that was before an
to be revealed--one Fraser, a Scottish
encounter on an
warrior whose
that will change
overnight train
gallantry
once
drew
a
Mae's future
introduces her to
young
Claire
from
the
forever. With
Jack, a passionate
security of her
honesty and heart,
adventurer who
century to the
Marissa Stapley
changes the course
dangers of his. Now a
reminds us of the
of her journey and
legacy of blood and
redemptive power of desire will test her her life. Throwing
love and
Heather's careful
beautiful copperforgiveness, and
itinerary to the
haired daughter,
that, ultimately,
Brianna, as Claire's wind, they follow
family is a choice. spellbinding journey Jack's
Das Floriansprinzip
of self-discovery
grandfather's
Dell
continues in the
journal through
The second book in
intrigue-ridden Paris post-World War II
Diana Gabaldon’s
court of Charles
era Europe: Vienna,
acclaimed Outlander
Stuart, in a race to Budapest,
saga, the basis for
thwart a doomed
Turkey—exotic
the Outlander
Highlands uprising
places that serve
television series. A and in a desperate
only to heighten
magnificent epic that fight to save both
once again sweeps us the child and the man their feelings. As
September looms,
back in time to the
she loves.
Jack urges Heather
drama and passion of Fools and Mortals
to stay with him,
18th-century
BASTEI LÜBBE
to keep traveling,
Scotland. For twenty “Romantic and
years Claire Randall unforgettable.”
to give in to the
has kept her secrets. —Nicholas Sparks
romance of their
But now she is
Two strangers take experience; Heather
returning with her
convinces him to
the road less
grown daughter to
traveled... Heather return to the
Scotland's majestic
United States. Jack
mist-shrouded hills. Mulgrew’s world is
has a secret that
Here Claire plans to already mapped out:
could change
she is going to
reveal a truth as
travel abroad with everything. And
stunning as the
Heather’s world is
her friends after
events that gave it
birth: about the
college, come back about to be shaken
to the core. J.P.
mystery of an ancient to a great career
Monniger's The Map
circle of standing
in September, and
stones, about a love head into a life
That Leads to You
that transcends the
is a breathtaking
where not much is
boundaries of time
left to chance. But novel about love,
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Dort begegnet er
loss, and the best- Aber Robin geht
König Harry und wird
laid plans that are seinen Weg, der ihn
meant to be broken. schließlich zurück in an dessen Seite schon
Breaking Nova Bantam
Folgen Sie der
Geschichte und dem
Schicksal der Familie
Waringham,
meisterhaft erzählt
von der
Bestsellerautorin
Rebecca Gablé, der
"Königin des
historischen Romans"
(Welt am Sonntag).
Eine großartige
Familiensaga,
Kultserie und
Klassiker - und ein
umfassendes
Geschichtsbild des
englischen
Mittelalters. Die
ersten vier Romane
der Waringham Saga
nun in einer E-Book
Gesamtausgabe! Das
Lächeln der Fortuna.
England 1360: Nach
dem Tod seines
Vaters, des wegen
Hochverrats
angeklagten Earl of
Waringham, zählt der
zwölfjährige Robin zu
den Besitzlosen und
ist der Willkür der
Obrigkeit ausgesetzt.
Besonders Mortimer,
der Sohn des neuen
Earls, schikaniert
Robin, wo er kann.
Zwischen den Jungen
erwächst eine
tödliche Feindschaft.

die Welt von Hof,
Adel und Ritterschaft
führt. An der Seite
des charismatischen
Duke of Lancaster
erlebt er Feldzüge,
Aufstände und
politische Triumphe und begegnet Frauen,
die ebenso schön wie
gefährlich sind. Doch
das Rad der Fortuna
dreht sich
unaufhörlich, und
während ein junger,
unfähiger König
England ins Verderben
zu reißen droht,
steht Robin plötzlich
wieder seinem alten
Todfeind gegenüber
... Die Hüter der
Rose. "Etwas
Furchtbares war in
Gang gekommen, das
nicht nur seine
Familie betraf,
sondern ebenso den
König, das Haus
Lancaster und ganz
England. Ihnen allen
schien der Blutmond."
England 1413: Als der
dreizehnjährige John
of Waringham fürchten
muss, von seinem
Vater in eine
kirchliche Laufbahn
gedrängt zu werden,
reißt er aus und
macht sich auf den
Weg nach Westminster.

jung zum Ritter und
Kriegshelden. Doch
Harrys plötzlicher
Tod stürzt England in
eine tiefe Krise,
denn sein Sohn und
Thronfolger ist
gerade acht Monate
alt ... Das Spiel der
Könige. England 1455:
Der Bruderkrieg
zwischen Lancaster
und York um den
englischen Thron
macht den
achtzehnjährigen
Julian unverhofft zum
Earl of Waringham.
Als mit Edward IV.
der erste König des
Hauses York die Krone
erringt, brechen für
Julian schwere Zeiten
an. Obwohl er ahnt,
dass Edward seinem
Land ein guter König
sein könnte, schließt
er sich dem
lancastrianischen
Widerstand unter der
entthronten Königin
Marguerite an, denn
sie hat ihre ganz
eigenen Methoden,
sich seiner
Vasallentreue zu
versichern. Und die
Tatsache, dass seine
Zwillingsschwester
eine gesuchte
Verbrecherin ist,
macht Julian
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verwundbar ... Der
Edward IV. der erste Make it or Break It,
dunkle Thron. London König des Hauses
Step Up: High Water
1529: Nach dem Tod
Audrey Lee is going
York die Krone
seines Vaters erbt
to the Olympics. A
erringt, brechen
der vierzehnjährige
für Julian schwere year ago, she could
Nick of Waringham
barely do a push up
Zeiten an. Obwohl
eine heruntergewirtsc
as she recovered from
er ahnt, dass
haftete Baronie - und
a spine surgery, one
Edward
seinem
Land
den unversöhnlichen
that could have
ein
guter
König
Groll des Königs
paralyzed her. And
sein
könnte,
Henry VIII. Dieser
now? She's made the
schließt er sich
will sich von der
United States
dem
katholischen Kirche
gymnastics team with
lossagen, um sich von lancastrianischen
her best friend,
der Königin scheiden Widerstand unter
Emma, just like they
zu lassen. Bald sind der entthronten
both dreamed about
die "Papisten", unter Königin Marguerite since they were kids.
ihnen auch Henrys
She's on top of the
an, denn sie hat
Tochter Mary, ihres
world. The pressure
ihre ganz eigenen
Lebens nicht mehr
for perfection is
Methoden, sich
sicher. Doch in den
higher than ever when
seiner
Wirren der
horrifying news rips
Vasallentreue
zu
Reformation setzen
the team apart.
versichern.
Und
die
die Engländer ihre
Audrey is desperate
Tatsache,
dass
Hoffnungen auf Mary,
to advocate for her
seine
und Nick schmiedet
teammate who has been
Zwillingsschwester hurt by the one
einen waghalsigen
eine gesuchte
Plan, um die
person they trusted
Prinzessin vor ihrem Verbrecherin ist,
most--but not all the
größten Feind zu
gymnasts are as
macht Julian
beschützen: ihrem
supportive. With the
verwundbar...
eigenen Vater ...
The Settlers of Catan team on the verge of
collapse, the one
Kingmaker: Divided Random House Books
bright spot in
Souls Dell
for Young Readers
England 1455: Der
"This book makes you training is Leo, her
new coach's
understand exactly
Bruderkrieg
ridiculously cute
zwischen Lancaster what it is like to
compete as a woman at son. And while Audrey
und York um den
the highest level in probably (okay,
englischen Thron
definitely) shouldn't
sport, and it is
macht den
date him until after
exhilarating and
achtzehnjährigen
the games, would it
satisfying indeed."
Julian unverhofft
really be the end of
--Holly Sorensen,
zum Earl of
the world? Balancing
Television
Waringham. Als mit Creator/Showrunner,
the tenuous
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relationship between fought the marriage
her teammates with
. . . the man . . .
unparalleled
the more she became
expectations, Audrey inflamed by the
doesn't need any more fire that lay
distractions. No
beneath his Viking
matter what it takes,
ice. His passion
she's not going to
pierced her heart .
let anyone bring them
. . His broad
down. But with
painful revelations, shoulders as hard
incredible odds, and as the steel of his
sword, Eric bowed
the very real
to no man. The only
possibility of
falling at every
battle he feared
turn, will Audrey's
losing was with
determination be
Rhiannon. For she
enough?
had reached into

Die Farben des
Chamäleons Random
House
Her wild spirit
made him crave her
. . . Her
firebrand—hair
blazed as glorious
as a sunrise. Her
long limbs promised
the sweet mysteries
of the night.
Rhiannon, King
Alfred’s favorite
niece, was enraged
when her uncle
sealed an alliance
of war by pledging
her to Eric, the
towering goldenhaired prince whose
blue eyes
penetrated her with
a glacial stare.
But the more she

HarperCollins
In the year 1492,
the Inquisition has
all of Spain in its
grip. After
centuries of pogromlike riots
encouraged by the
Church, the Jews who have been an
important part of
Spanish life since
the days of the
Romans - are
expelled from the
country by royal
edict. Many who
the savage recesses wish to remain are
of his heart. No
intimidated by
campaign on the
Church and Crown
field, no treason
and become
from within, would Catholics, but
he fight as
several hundred
fiercely—or with
thousand choose to
such desire . . .
retain their
as the war he waged religion and
to possess what was depart; given
his.
little time to
The Sins of the
flee, some perish
Father Harlequin
even before they
A group of Vikings
can escape from
decide to search for Spain. Yonah
the legendary island Toledano, the
of Catan following
15-year-old son of
devastating raids and
a celebrated
famines on their
Spanish
homeland, but once
they find and search silversmith, has
seen his father and
on the island, old
problems surface and brother die during
these terrible days
threaten their
- victims whose
existence.
murders go almost
Best Kept Secret
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unnoticed in a time
of mass upheaval.
Trapped in Spain by
circumstances, he
is determined to
honor the memory of
his family by
remaining a Jew. On
a donkey named
Moise, Yonah begins
a meandering
journey, a young
fugitive zigzagging
across the vastness
of Spain. Toiling
at manual labor, he
desperately tries
to cling to his
memories of a
vanished culture.
As a lonely
shepherd on a
mountaintop he
hurls snatches of
almost forgotten
Hebrew at the
stars, as an
apprentice armorer
he learns to fight
like a Christian
knight. Finally, as
a man living in a
time and land where
danger from the
Inquisition is
everywhere, he
deals with the
questions that mark
his past. How he
discovers the
answers, how he
finds his way to a

singular and strong
Marrano woman, how
he achieves a life
with the outer
persona of a
respected Old
Christian physician
and the inner life
of a secret Jew, is
the fabric of this
novel. The Last Jew
is a glimpse of the
past, an authentic
tale of high
adventure, and a
tender and
unforgettable love
story. In it, Noah
Gordon utilizes his
greatest strengths,
and the result is
remarkable and
moving.
The Abbot's Tale
National Geographic
Books
On the heels of the
international
bestseller Only
Time Will Tell,
Jeffrey Archer
picks up the
sweeping story of
the Clifton
Chronicles.... Only
days before Britain
declares war on
Germany, Harry
Clifton, hoping to
escape the
consequences of
long-buried family

secrets, and forced
to accept that his
desire to marry
Emma Barrington
will never be
fulfilled, has
joined the Merchant
Navy. But his ship
is sunk in the
Atlantic by a
German U-boat,
drowning almost the
entire crew. An
American cruise
liner, the SS
Kansas Star,
rescues a handful
of sailors, among
them Harry and the
third officer, an
American named Tom
Bradshaw. When
Bradshaw dies in
the night, Harry
seizes on the
chance to escape
his tangled past
and assumes his
identity. But on
landing in America,
he quickly learns
the mistake he has
made, when he
discovers what is
awaiting Bradshaw
in New York.
Without any way of
proving his true
identity, Harry
Clifton is now
chained to a past
that could be far
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worse than the one
he had hoped to
escape.
Kill Zone Penguin
Behind every great
ruler lies a
betrayal. Eva
Stachniak's novel
sweeps readers into
the passionate,
intimate, and
treacherous world
of Catherine the
Great, revealing
Russia's greatest
matriarch from her
earliest days in
court, where the
most valuable
currency was the
secrets of nobility
and the most
dangerous weapon to
wield was ambition.
Two young women,
caught in the
landscape of
shifting
allegiances,
navigate the
treacherous waters
of palace intrigue.
Barbara is a
servant who will
become one of
Russia's most
cunning royal
spies. Sophia is a
pretty, naive
German duchess who
will become
Catherine the

Great. For readers
of superb
historical fiction,
Eva Stachniak
captures in
glorious detail the
opulence of royalty
and the perilous
loyalties of the
Russian court.
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